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448 pages,  
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with flaps

‘An extraordinary 
collection of the 
most engaging and  
intriguing images 
of the skull from 
around the world, 
this book presents 
a visual feast of the 
ultimate doom-laden 
icon.’

‘Art skulls, 
designer skulls, 
illustrated skulls, 
skulls in fashion 
and jewellery, 
in cartoons and 
on super heroes, 
tattooed on the 
body and sprayed in 
the street, and as 
the definitive rock 
‘n’ roll symbol. An 
endlessly fascinating 
collection carefully 
curated and 
presented.’
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art skulls
Spanish Surrealist Salvador Dali, the celebrated photographer 

Irving Penn, Flemish painter Frans Hals, Vincent van Gogh . . .  so 

many famous names in the big-A world of Fine Art have, down the 

centuries, played with and explored the resonance of skull imagery. 

In the following section we play with and explore alongside a 

wealth of international talent – tableaux, collage and installation 

artists and innovators, leaders in their field – names one and 

all to watch for, now and in the future: some of whom might 

themselves continue to be talked about in centuries to come.
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Top 
Ballerina in a Death’s Head 
(1939), Salvador Dali  
(1904–1989), oil on canvas,  
24.5 x 19.5 cm. Collection 
merz/kunstmuseum 
liechtenstein, Vaduz © VG 
bild-kunst, bonn 2012

Right 
The Final Project
Jo Spence (1934–1992),  
Diagnosed with leukemia, her 
response to the illness was to 
make more art. “Up until her 

final moments Spence was still 
probing at the potential  
of photography to articulate 
the ‘unrepresentable’.”  
George Vasey. © Jo Spence 
estate, Richard Saltoun Gallery

Opposite, clockwise  
from top left
Young Man holding a Skull 
(Vanitas), 1626–28
Franz Hals (1580–1666). 
National Gallery, london

Kop van een skelet met 
brandende sigaret, Skull of 
a Skeleton with Burning 

cigarette (undated, c.1886)
Vincent van Gogh (1853–
1890). Van Gogh museum, 
Amsterdam 
 
Selbstporträt mit fiedelndem 
Tod, Self Portrait with Death 
playing fiddle
Arnold boecklin (1827–1901).
Nationalgalerie, berlin
 
Ospedale, New York, 1980
Irving Penn (1917–2009)
© Condé Nast
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If you’d like more information, please get in touch 

with publicity manager Florence Partridge

Florence.Partridge@littlebrown.co.uk
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natural selection
Noah Scalin

The Natural Selection portrait series explores the lives of great 

scientists whose work has had an incredible impact on the world. 

Each diptych is made up of the portrait of a deceased scientist, 

and a representation of their skull. The skull is made by literally 

rearranging the elements used in the portrait, thus destroying 

that original creation, in the spirit of the traditional sand 

mandalas of Tibetan Buddhism. 

The scientists represented are all great thinkers whose ideas had 

an impact on our lives today, but also have serious repercussions 

in their own lives (and deaths).

www.noahscalin.com/work/natural-selection
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Darwin, feathers

Charles Darwin (1809–1882) 
developed the theory of 
evolution by natural selection, 
which he based in part on 
observations of birds in the 
Galápagos. The theory was 
nearly universally accepted by 
scientists by the time he died, 
but has been consistently 
refuted by religious 
fundamentalists ever since.
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design er sku lls

Above
Hometaping

Opposite
Geo Skull
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If you’d like more information, please get in touch 

with publicity manager Florence Partridge

Florence.Partridge@littlebrown.co.uk
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i llustrated sku lls

200

Opposite
From Beating, gathering 
images from 2003–2013, 
mostly from sold out fanzines 
and picture books: 128 pages, 
200 images, “one big mess”. 

Below
Pixeled with a joystick on 
Commodore 64, colour 
adjusted some twenty years 
later for Death to Most, a 
pamphlet of tommi’s teenage 
drawings.

Following spreads
Cover image to Specter, 
an oversized (a3), 40-page 
anthology from kuti kuti on 
a Horror and science Fiction 
theme, “a reality show indeed”. 
says tommi, “i tried out (poor 
man’s airbrush) blow pens for 
the first time, which, in spite 
of fainting, was kind of fun.”

sketchbook series, tommi 
Musturi

Miss Universum,
zombie portrait of some year’s 
candidates
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Exciting prospects for 2014 include a steampunk-themed show  

in Seoul, South Korea, and an invitation from the CIA (Cambridge 

International Arts!) to create a sculpture for the Tour de France.

www.judturner.com

Morte Concubitu, detail

All images © Jud Turner, 2013

SKu llpTu r E
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Left
Balthazar, antique hardware 
and chandelier parts, brass, 
bone, silver, fork tines, glove 
leather, glass eyes 
8.5 x 2.5 x 11 in.

Above
Cooper, antique hardware, 
chandelier parts, silver, brass, 
cast pewter, cast plastic, glove 
leather, glass eyes 
14 x 23 x 20 in.

Right
Pyramus, antique hardware 
and findings, brass, silver, 
bone, glove leather, glass eyes 
21 x 25 x 15 in.

Sku llptu r e
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roc k ‘n’ roll Sku llS

Top row, left to right
Alice In chains – The Devil Put 
Dinosaurs Here album cover. 
(two images – red jewel case  
and reveal).
Design by ryan clark for 
Invisible creature, Inc.
capitol records

To Speak of Wolves –  
Find Your Worth, Come Home 
album cover.
Design by ryan clark for 
Invisible creature, Inc.
Solid State records

Middle row, left to right
Demon Hunter – Summer Of 
Darkness album cover.
Design by Michael christian 
Mccaddon.
Solid State records

Demon Hunter – The Triptych 
album cover.
Illustration by Dan Seagrave.
Solid State records

The Agony Scene – Get 
Damned album cover.
Illustration by ryan clark for 
Invisible creature, Inc.
century Media records

Bottom row, left to right
Demon Hunter – True Defiance 
album cover.
Illustration by Justin kamerer/
Angryblue.
Solid State records

My Heart To Fear – Lost 
Between Brilliance And 
Insanity album cover.
Design by ryan clark for 
Invisible creature, Inc.
Solid State records

Bleeding Through – Bleeding 
Through album cover.
Illustration by ryan clark for 
Invisible creature, Inc.
rise records
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